EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN REFRESHER FOR THE NREMT - STATE CONTENT (HYBRID)
(10 hours)
PURPOSE: The Emergency Medical Technician Refresher for the NREMT - State Content course meets
the National EMS Education Standards published guidelines for the Local Content of the National
Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians (NREMT) National Core Competency Program (NCCP). The
curriculum provides the student with a review and update of in-depth knowledge and skill-based
training of the Delaware required content to appropriately assess, stabilize, monitor, and transport prehospital patients. Individuals must be affiliated with a Delaware EMS provider.
CONTENT: This course provides the student with a review and update in-depth knowledge and skillbased training surrounding the Delaware Local Content of the NCCP to appropriately assess, stabilize,
monitor, and transport the pre-hospital patient. This course contains 7 hours of online content to be
completed before attending 3 hours in the classroom. Successful completion of this course will include
passing a state approved practical and written exam.
AUDIENCE: This course is intended for those NREMTs certified and attending a refresher in another
NREMT State, to refresh and update those individuals who respond to pre-hospital situations as a
certified EMT and must manage, treat, and transport the patient to an appropriate medical facility.
PREREQUISITES: Must have current certification as a NREMT Emergency Medical Technician, a Delaware
Emergency Medical Technician, and in BLS Provider CPR/AED or equivalent and produce a legible copy at
registration. A certificate of completion for the NCCP EMT Refresher for their affiliated State/Region
must be produced at registration.
CLASS LIMITS: Online Content: No Limit; Classroom Sessions: Minimum 6; Maximum 25. Completed
registration forms will be accepted until class limit is satisfied or deadline date is reached. You will be
notified by email of your acceptance into the class.
This course is not available as an In-Service training.
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